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KNUCKLEBLOOD
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It was the blood on the kid's knuckles that made him do it, that caused
Fisher's fingers to tighten around the wad of biils, to leave the molded
bench by the bulkhead window. The ferry tilted in the chop. Fisher had
to steady himself between his table and the booth in which the two boys
sat, but he never took his eyes offthose bloody knuckles. They'd done it
outside, on the deck. He didn't see it, but he knew what they did, punch-
ing each other's fists until the skinnier teen's skin split. It was whoever
bled first; that was the game.

The sun through the windows in the bulkhead was orange. Fisher's
laptop was open, its screen blanked by the amber glare. The receipts from
the weekend were piled next to it, next to an empty plastic beer cup, next
to a folder of poems. Earlier, on the island, Fisher's right hand had lifted
one and then the other, his entire performance delivered from the side of
the stand. Ifhe sat back down, right now, he thought, he could go back to
his work and leave the weekend pretty much perfect-performance, pay-
day, this ruddy sunset on the sound.

"What?" said the skinny kid.
Black-haired muscle boy was quiet. Or stoned. Or maybe he just

looked nervous. A moment ago, he'd grabbed for Skinny's fist and called
him a pussy, except the way he'd said the word, it came out with the weight
of cardboard, or maybe soccer. Fisher set the wad down on the table. It
uncoiled a little. It was clearly a lot of money, probably more money than
either ofthe kids had ever seen in one place.

"I don't care which one of you does it," Fisher said. "But that's nearly
one-thousand dollars in cash."

"Wait, what?" said Skinny.
"Whoever jumps offthe boat. That's the money."
Fisher sat back down. Now they looked uncomfortable. Skinny

pressed an already spot-flecked paper napkin against his cherry-juice
knuckles. Muscles looked sideways out the far bulkhead window, where
the sky, stretched like a curtain too tightly over outer space, seemed like-
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ly to melt in the orange sunset. Skinny said something to Muscles, who

said something back. When Muscles stood up and walked over, Skinny
watched him from the booth. Fisher pinched the napkin between his fin-
gers. The ferry angled leftwards on the anxious ocean.
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